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ERRATUM 
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Kem Mehmed’s e-mail is kmplan451@gmail.com 
 
Page 27  
The following paragraphs need should be inserted above the heading, 
’GOVERNANCE’ 
 
….poorly endowed English cathedrals. 
 
Governance deteriorated further in the eighteenth century, becoming virtually 
unrecognisable. The positions of the numerous lay officers (many of whom are 
grandly commemorated in the Cathedral) were mostly regarded as sinecures, 
with any residency obligations largely ignored. Not that this presented much of a 
hindrance as the General Audit - the one full meeting of Chapter - became just an 
annual event. By the second half of the eighteenth century some of the original 
Foundation appointments had been abolished to save money.  Not that much in 
the way of savings seems to have been spent on the repair and maintenance of 
the Cathedral itself, at least not until the major work instigated by Dean Monk in 
the late 1820’s - an impressive set of ‘improvements’ in the Gothic Revival style, 
rather than repair per se.  Around this time any increased revenue tended to 
come from the sale of small estates or from the sale of felled timber. The 
Peterborough tradition of repeatedly selling off the ‘family silver’ was by now 
well established. 
 
The mid-nineteenth century produced a new source of income arising from the 
compulsory purchase of land for the railways. Much was apparently reinvested in 
land or shares, but cash-flow problems again soon became acute, as George 
Gilbert Scott would report in the 1860’s. More had been spent on improving 
clergy houses than on the Cathedral itself.  Thus the Dean and Chapter seems to 
have entered the mid-nineteenth century reform of the finances of the 
established church in considerable debt. 
 
Page 31 At foot of page the authors were Rex and Anne Birchenough 

 
 
 
 
 



WHAT IS THE CIVIC SOCIETY?

 We are the local civic and amenity
voluntary group, financed by
membership subscription.

WHAT ARE OUR CONCERNS?

 We are concerned with civic, amenity
and environmental matters and seek
to encourage the public and local
authorities to value and care for the
local heritage of buildings and other
features of historical and
environmental quality.
 We sees to promote local knowledge
and ‘pride of place’, which is
particularly important in the
expanding city, many of whose
residents are comparatively new to the
area.
 We are concerned with the future as well
as with the past and present.
Appropriate new buildings and new
facilities are as important as the
preservation of the best of the past -
today’s development is tomorrow’s
heritage.
 It is a Registered Charity (No 279306).

WHAT DO WE DO?

 We monitor planning proposals and
statements of local policy in the
Peterborough area.
 We maintain close contact with the
City Planning Service and act as
an indicator of informed public
opinion by commenting upon
proposals whenever appropriate.
 We organise a programme of
meetings and visits related to our work
at which non-members are also
welcome.

WHO CAN JOIN?

 We are open to anyone (irrespective of
residence) who supports our aims.

HOW DO I JOIN?
 Application forms are available at
Meetings and on our website.
 Contact Membership Secretary:
Ian Webb.

WHAT DOES IT COST?

Subscription Rates

Annual
Individual Member £12.00

Joint or Family Membership  £20.00

School Membership (all ages) £10.00

Corporate Membership:
contact Membership Secretary for details.

-------------------------------------

Front cover: Fletton Quays: The Old
and the New - Sand Martin House and
Whitworth Mill

Front cover photo - Toby Wood

All other photographs provided by
Society members, in particular Peter
Lee, Roger Davis and Toby Wood or
from copyright free sources. Other
individual photographs are credited as
appropriate where possible.

Photo P.17: John Clark
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

David Turnock

It is my great pleasure to introduce our Annual
Report for 2019 with an overview of what has
been another very eventful for our Society.

Our Lecture Programme over the past year had
even greater attendances than in previous years
and we again had a few times when there
weren’t enough seats in the hall for all our
Members and Guests! I would like to thank
Jeremy Roberts for all the efforts he has put in
to making this such a success and I hope to see
as many of you as possible for our current
2019/20 season which will mainly be held at
St. Marks Church Hall but with the keynote
October lecture held again in the John Clare
Theatre.

Each year, together with Vivacity, we are the
organisers of Heritage Open Days in and
around Peterborough which will take place
from the 13-15 September this year. We have
arranged for access to more buildings than ever
before. You can see the list of buildings which
will be open on our website. My thanks are due
to David Jost and Pauline Sidebottom for
working so hard to bring this about. I will be
giving guided tours of All Saints Church on the
Saturday and Sunday so perhaps look forward
to seeing you there.

Our blue plaques erected around the City have
been widely praised for helping explain our
history and key Peterborough people who have
lived and worked here. As I write this we have

an agreed programme of new plaques to be
erected over the coming years and we have
been successful in getting these partly funded
by the building owners. The Plaque Trail
Leaflet, of which many of you will have a
copy, will need reprinting on 2 counts- firstly
because of the increased number of visitors to
our City who want to learn about Peterborough
and have made this one of the most in demand
leaflets at the Visitor Information Centre, and
secondly we will need to expand the numbers
from the current 21 to include all the new
plaques.

It is good to see that residents are now living
on Fletton Quays and that the City Council is
now operating from their new building on the
site; I think that they have done an excellent
job in retaining and converting the Listed
Railway Shed which now forms the entrance
and meeting suite to their building. The
permitted scheme for turning the old
Whitworth Mill into a Media Arts Centre
seems to have stalled - we do hope that funding
can be sought to make this happen as it would
be good to see this building brought back to
life as a destination on the south bank of the
river. The Mill is a Locally Listed Building and
we tried to get it nationally Listed. However
this was turned down given the large scale
adaptions and extensions it has suffered over
the years. As long as it stays in place and is
brought back into use then we will be satisfied
that this part of our heritage is being
maintained for future generations -
regeneration is not just about “now” but about
creating attractive public spaces and buildings
for the future. The whole development would
benefit from a new pedestrian bridge across the
river and we will continue to push for this;
perhaps this might happen as part of the
projected new University Campus to be located
on the Embankment. A new bridge would
become a great meeting place for the city and
would have the benefit of enlivening the north
bank of the river as well as Fletton Quays.

Cont.
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We have now completed the first stage of this
work and have an archive of photos taken both
in the winter and spring to be able to assess
where vistas of the Cathedral can be seen (see
example below).  It is interesting to note that
new views have been created as Planning
Officers have guided new development schemes
around the city using our 2001 Study, so this
shows the importance of updating this work in
order to similarly inform new development in
the future.

I continue to represent Peterborough Civic
Society on the Steering Group of the ACT
(Alliance of Historic Cathedral Cities and
Towns). We recently received the good news
that we have gained funding from Historic
England to carry out our research into the
development pressures on historic towns and
cities in the UK. We have put forward the City
of Peterborough to be one of the cities to be
studied - I think this would be most useful for
Planners, Architects and Developers in our City
so we can compare and contrast the regeneration
and development pressures that exist on a
national basis with those we must deal with
here.

Your Committee will continue to work for the
good of our City and I look forward to seeing
you at our forthcoming AGM and Winter
lectures.

David Turnock
Chairman
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We are keenly interested in what the proposals
might be for the North Westgate Area of the
City and are in dialogue with Council Planning
Officers about development ideas for this long
neglected site. This is a missing part of the
jigsaw in our map of the City Centre.

Members will have read of the Planning
Application to redevelop the British Sugar
building on Oundle Road; I have to report that
what we originally thought was a success in
fighting to retain an important modern building
in the City has now been overturned by Historic
England who originally “spot-listed” the
building as there were fears it might be
demolished. This building was designed by the
award winning Arup Associates Architects and
won an award in 1974 when first opened. Whilst
it has been adapted over the years (as do many
buildings) we consider that it has a street
presence that merited its retention.
Unfortunately, after initially listing the structure,
HE then reversed this decision on greater
inspection of the fabric. We consider that it
should be possible to retain the building as part
of a revised use for the site (a retail store) but
this reversal now gives the building owner
clearance to demolish it- this is sad as we need
to retain buildings that reflect our heritage, be
they nationally protected or not.

We continue to enjoy an ever-increasing profile
both in the local press and on social media, in
particular Twitter. We have monthly articles in
the Peterborough Telegraph which highlight
issues of interest and concern. Our Twitter
account, managed by Toby Wood, continues to
be a forum on which people, both locally and
nationally, can share photographs, news items
and ideas.

Last year I reported on a current project we have
been asked to work on in to renew and improve
on the Cathedral Views Study which we first
produced in 2001. A lot has happened since
then, not least the development of digital
photography!



Roger Davis

Please see pages 33-35 for the Society’s
accounts.

The Society enjoyed a successful financial
outcome for the year, with a surplus of £5,792
and cash balances totalling £14,706 as at 31st

May 2019.  A major positive factor has been
the recruitment of new corporate members, as
detailed elsewhere, which resulted in an
increase of £3,137 in subscription income
compared with the previous year.

Donations to the Society totalled £1,148, which
included £325 received from other groups by
way of thanks for lectures given by our own
speakers.

The keynote lecture given by Dr Jonathan
Foyle had a satisfactory financial outcome,
with income of £637 from charges coming
close to covering the cost of staging this event
(£734).

The process of selling our book, Peterborough
and its Villages in Detail, which began in 2012,
is now drawing to a close, with 76 copies
remaining in stock at the year end. The overall
financial outcome from its publication will be
positive, with details to be included in a future
report.
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TREASURER’S REPORT Sales of the Society’s Peterborough in Detail
greeting cards totalled over 900 cards by the year
end, coming within reach of covering our
production costs, but not yet sufficient to enable a
donation to be made to Peterborough Cathedral.

In line with general guidance from the Charity
Commission, I need to advise members of the
purpose for which the Society is holding its cash
balances.  This is so that we can undertake projects
to assist with preserving and presenting the city’s
heritage.

The major project in preparation at present (for
delivery in 2020) is Phase 2 of the Blue Plaques
scheme with an estimated gross cost of £13,900.
This estimate includes provision for the production
of a new booklet showcasing all of the plaques,
together with the creation of a bespoke app.
Financial support has already been offered by the
City Council and one other donor and we have
applied for a grant from the National Lottery
Heritage Fund. No commitments will be entered
into until the net cost of the project to the Society is
clear.

Other projects will be considered at a later stage and
the Committee is satisfied that the level of the
Society’s cash reserves is reasonable in this context.

Our thanks are again due to Baldwins’ Chartered
Accountants (formerly Rawlinsons’) for examining
our accounts without charge.

Roger Davis



PLANS GROUP REPORT

Our two Plans groups continue to share the
fortnightly monitoring of planning
applications.  Where comment is made it can
be to support, oppose or offer suggestions for
the City Council case officer to take into
account in negotiating an improved scheme.
For the first time this year we are seeing the
Civic Society’s comments included along with
the planning application and other consultees
views (the ‘Planning Application Documents’)
on the City Council’s web site. This is
welcome, although they still sometimes appear
listed under the name of the person submitting
them (usually Kem Mehmed or Peter Lee).

British Sugar. The year began with some great
news! Our application to have the British Sugar
‘glass box’ on Oundle Road listed was
confirmed by Historic England in February.
Alas just six months later a revised assessment
by that same body, following a challenge by
the building’s owners, led to the Dept of
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) ‘de-
listing’ the building. It now has no legal
protection from demolition. A shame as the
building could readily have been converted into
a Lidl store.
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Pearl Centre scheme. Last year’s contentious
office and retail scheme adjoining the Pearl
Centre on Lynch Wood, which included a road
access onto Wistow Way was eventually
withdrawn and a revised application, omitting
the access, submitted. This was approved in
July despite strong objections with a slight
reduction in the height and size of the proposed
office blocks. We will be keeping an eye on the
reserved matters application when the detailed
design comes in. In the meantime the original
Pearl Building was listed Grade II including its
landscaped gardens. The war memorial (St
George Sculpture) was listed Grade II*. Good
news.

Fletton Quays. We raised objections to the
architectural form and bland design of a 100
apartment block tacked onto the previously
approved Hilton Hotel, which we also objected
to. The apartment block was approved with
very minor amendments.

North Westgate. During the early part of the
year there was a change of approach by the
City Council with regard to North Westgate
and the private developers, Hawksworth. They
are now working together in progressing a
scheme. We can only hope that this bears fruit.

Activity Centre. An Olympic-scale climbing
centre on a lakeside site in Ferry Meadows
Country Park has been the most controversial
application of the year. Although most
objectors would support the facility in principle
there were heartfelt objections to its siting on
the edge of Gunwade Lake. Such a imposing
structure, incorporating a bulky main building
and a 100 ft tower would alter the tranquil
countryside character of the core area of the
park to the detriment of the quiet enjoyment of
the visiting public. We decided not to formally
object to the application but made some
positive suggestions on detailed design and
landscaping. We also requested a more
rigorous assessment of alternative sites both
within and outside Ferry Meadows. A decision
is awaited.

Kem Mehmed



Office to flat conversions.  These continue to
come forward mainly in the City Centre. The
loss of office space and jobs to flats is
alarming. The morning rush-hour in the City
Centre is almost non-existent! Some
conversions have needed planning permission
but most have come forward under the ‘Prior
Notification’ scheme where very little control
can be exercised. Clifton House, Bayard Place,
57-73 Broadway and much of the former
Marks and Spencer building in Bridge Street
are to change to residential. The minimal space
allocated to the flats is a concern for most
applications. The only scheme we felt able to
actively support was the recent co-living plans
for the long-vacant former County Court
building in Cattle Market Road.

An asphalt batching plant close to the
residential Gladstone area was proposed at the
railhead off Maskew Avenue. The facility
included a tall conveyor structure. Material
would come in by rail and go out at all hours
by road to be used in emergency and regular
road maintenance. We objected as did many
local residents. The application was withdrawn.

Guildhall Walk..  A Planning Inquiry into a
proposed Order making Guildhall Walk (beside
Barclays) a formal public right of way was held
in October. The case was put by the Society,
six witnesses and numerous witness statements,
but the Planning Inspector found that Barclays
had taken sufficient steps to demonstrate that
the route had not been continuously open to the
public for the required period.  We have been
assured that the landowners will continue to be
considerate in keeping it open for most of the
day and evening hours.

University. There is still no sign of public
consultations or involvement in a ‘Master Plan’
for the university on the Embankment. However,
international management consultants, Mace,
were appointed by the Combined Authority in
July and they have announced an intention to
have a planning approval in early 2020 and first
students on site in 2023.

Local Plan. The new Local Plan for
Peterborough’s continued growth to 2036 was
formally adopted by the City Council in July
2019. This was good news for the many who
had opposed a major new township beside the
A47 at Castor (now deleted). But of even
greater significance is the fact that
Peterborough now has an up-to-date local Plan
whose land allocations should meet numerical
housing need. The alarming period during
which major applications for development
were lodged on the basis that the City Councils
5-year land supply figures were wrong has
come to an end. This had produced the 80-
house  extension to Barnack at Uffington Road,
allowed on appeal and currently under
construction.

We would like to thank all our members on the
Plans Group panel and especially our non-
committee volunteers Peter Beasley, Keith
Lievesley and Derek Brown. In addition to
these three the panel now comprises; Henry
Duckett, Peter Lee, Kem Mehmed, Peter
Sargent, Pauline Sidebottom and Bill Samuel.
One or two new volunteers would be
welcomed, please have a think about it and
volunteer now!

Kem Mehmed and Peter Lee
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Ian Webb

Membership is currently 289. Your continued
support of the Society through membership is very
much appreciated. I am aware that not all are able
to attend our functions and activities due to age,
health reasons or other commitments, but please
note your membership is still very important to us,
because the larger our membership the more
influence we can bring to bear over matters of
concern.

We have been very pleased to welcome 42 new
members over the past year, including 27 new
corporate members.  Thank you if you have been
able to help in the recruitment process or in
spreading the word about our society.  If you
know of anyone who may be interested in joining
please let me know and I will follow up. Our
membership form for printing off is on our
website on the Join Us page.

Since our last report we have lost several members
for various reasons, mainly due to poor health or
age.  Some of our more prominent members to
have sadly passed away include Peter Boizot MBE
DL, Ged Jarrett and Ted Little.

Gift Aid  - Our thanks are due to all members who
have registered for Gift Aid on their subscriptions
(as indicated by the words “Gift Aid – Yes” on
your programme card).  Registration enables us to
reclaim 25p in the pound from HMRC and
provides around £500 each year in extra income
for the Society, at no additional cost to members.

If you pay income tax and would like to Gift Aid
your subscription, please contact me.  I will send
you a Gift Aid statement to sign and return and
after that we do all the work to reclaim the benefit
from HMRC.  If you are unsure whether you are
eligible to register for Gift Aid, Roger Davis, our
Treasurer will be able to advise.  His, and all our
contact details are shown on page 3.

If you have registered with us for Gift Aid but no
longer pay income tax, please let me know, so
that I can withdraw your name from our Gift Aid
claims.  You can also withdraw from Gift Aid for
any other reason, if you so wish.

E-mail. The label on your membership card will
confirm if we hold an email address for you, but
if you change your email address please let me
know.  Around 80% of the membership are on
email so If you would like to try it, send an email
to  napier_nimbus@btinternet.com requesting to
join the email service and make the most of your
membership.  Sadly postal costs restrict how
much we can send by mail, and so you may miss
out, in particular, on any late changes to our
programme.  Please include your name and post
code (not your full address) so I can find you in
our records.  We are sparing in the frequency of
contacting you.  Your email address will be kept
private and you can opt out of receiving email at
any time if it is not for you.

Our Corporate Members are highly valued and
their continued support of our Society is much
appreciated.  We now have 34 - quite a long list!
A page on our website includes links to their
websites.

Website news
www.peterboroughcivicsociety.org.uk is alive
and well – please do visit and explore.  We have a
monthly column in Peterborough Today and this
is now reproduced on the website on the day of
publication.

Ian Webb

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
AND WEBSITE EDITOR'S
REPORT



CORPORATE MEMBERS
REPORT

 In the Autumn of 2018 we embarked on a
campaign to increase the support we receive for
our work from Corporate Members. We invited a
number of local businesses in and around
Peterborough to become members and “sign up”
for a period of 5 years which gives our Society
the confidence of a regular income which we can
use to good effect for the work we undertake on
behalf of our City.

Below are the key points of our work where we
asked new Corporate Members to give us their
support:

· Erecting “blue plaques” around our city
centre: we funded the erection of 20
new plaques last year and have just
installed another in Long Causeway to
commemorate 100 years since the end
of the First World War.

· Publish books and pamphlets bringing
attention to the quality of the built
environment in and around
Peterborough. We commissioned
notecards based on the successful
“Peterborough in Detail” book and all
profit from this will be donated to the
Peterborough 900 Campaign.

· Hold a series of lectures and visits open
to Members and guests with speakers
on a wide range of subjects relevant to
Peterborough

· Support and work with Peterborough
City Council planning officers: we are
currently commencing an updated
“Cathedral Views Study” with the City
conservation officers which will help
inform major decisions on planning
applications with an impact on the
setting of our cathedral. This will be a
major piece of work.

I am pleased to say that since we made this
invitation to Peterborough companies we have
attracted 27 new Corporate Members to the
Society and you will see all the logos of these
supporters illustrated on the rear cover of this
Report. The list of corporate members is below.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
those who have chosen to either start or continue
this valuable support for the work of our Society.
Corporate Members are very welcome to attend
our open meetings and visits and you will see the
forthcoming programme of events for 2019/2020
set out on page 32 of this annual report.

Abbey Group Cambrideshire Ltd
Athene Communications Ltd
Axiom Housing (Longhurst Group) Ltd
Beeson Wright Partnership
BGL Group Limited
Bremner Partnership LLP
Budworth Hardcastle
Burmor Construction Ltd
Cambridge Realty Ltd
Canter Holland Ltd
Cross Keys Homes Ltd
E & J Services Ltd
Elegant Homes International Ltd
Engineering Services Partnership Ltd
Greenwoods GRM LLP
Hegarty LLP
Larkfleet Homes
Lindum Group
Milton Estates Company
Moore Steel Developments Ltd
Moore Stephens
MPB Structures Ltd
Musketeer Solutions Ltd
O&H Hampton Ltd
PGR Group Ltd
Produce World Group
Quadrant Building Control
Rolton Group Ltd
Royal HaskoningDHV UK Limited
P J Slater Scaffoding Services Ltd
Sloan Plumb Wood LLP
Taylor Rose TTKW Ltd
Woodhouse & Sturnham

David Turnock
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SPECIAL PROJECTS:
HERITAGE OPEN DAYS

David Jost

It is enormously encouraging that so many people
generously open their premises, completely free
of charge, for visitors to snoop around or to enjoy
a guided tour in celebration of our heritage.
Nationally the Heritage Open Days event is
celebrating 2019 as its 25th anniversary year with
many thousands of buildings involved right
across England.

Here in Peterborough within 10 miles of the city
centre there are over 40 venues taking part.  We
have never had so many to choose from!  And of
course you can choose as many as you have time
available.  The majority of the participants are
opening up over the long weekend 15th-17th

September but for a few it will be the following
weekend. The event is the product of joint
working between Peterborough City Council,
Peterborough Cathedral, Vivacity and the Civic
Society.

Thorpe Hall

After inviting building owners to become
involved we collected the necessary information
and uploaded details to the national Heritage
Open Days website, a very user-friendly site
where you can specify any town in the county to
get your HODs info.  We did not have the
resources to publish a detailed programme of
what’s on offer here in Peterborough but the list
of all local venues is published on the Society’s
website and available at the Council’s Visitor
Information Centre in Bridge Street.  By seeking
lots of media publicity and distributing thousands
of flyers we hope that we get the message across.
We shall be interested to judge the level of
interest in due course.

I am not suggesting which venues are the most
attractive or intriguing – all are well worth a visit!
However I am glad to see the magnificent Thorpe
Hall in the programme for the first time.  The Art
Deco “ArcHaus” offices and retail building in
Wansford are a novel addition.  And this year for
the first time we have a shop in the programme - J
W D’Arcy Jewellers.  It’ll be interesting to see if
other shopkeepers join the programme next year.
By the time you read this Heritage Open Days
will be over for another year.  I hope it went well.
If you know of a local building that deserves
adding to the line-up in 2020 let me know!

David Jost
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BLUE PLAQUES UPDATE
2020 AND BEYOND

Toby Wood

2017 saw the Society unveil twenty new blue
plaques in and around Peterborough city centre.
Members will recall that these plaques were
designed as part of a new scheme that would
supersede the old rectangular steel plaques which
were rather dated and also rather disparate in
terms of style, location and content. Information
about all these plaques is contained on the
Society’s website and is regularly expanded and
updated.

In 2018 a single additional plaque was added in
Long Causeway to commemorate the city’s
World War One recruitment office. This plaque
was both suggested and funded by the City
Council who, in consultation with the Society,
agreed to adopt the same design and style. In fact
the Society is most grateful to the Council and
relevant individual elected members and staff for
continued support and assistance.

The Society has decided to extend the scheme.
This is largely due to three factors. First, the
original scheme was very well received by both
Peterborians and tourists alike, something
demonstrated by the fact that the Visitor
Information Centre has been asked for, and
distributed, hundreds of our explanatory leaflets.
Secondly, we realised that some iconic buildings
and fascinating individuals (in particular women)
had been omitted from the original set of plaques.

Thirdly, this time we wanted to include
suggestions given to us by members of the
Society and members of the general public.

Consequently the Society’s plaques sub-group
has devised a list of a further fifteen buildings and
individuals who are considered worthy and
important enough for consideration. At the time
of writing building owners are being consulted
and various permissions sought. We have also
applied for an HLF (Heritage Lottery Fund) grant
to help augment our own funds – hopefully this
will be successful.

If all goes well we should be reporting to
members a phase 2 launch in the annual report
2020.

Existing Blue Plaque leaflet cover

Toby Wood
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SUMMER VISITS

OUNDLE
25th June 2019

Our visit to Oundle was made up of three
elements. The first was a walking tour of the
town followed by a visit to Oundle Museum,
which had been opened specially to
accommodate us, and finally by afternoon tea
at the historic Talbot Hotel.

There were 33 of us so we split into two groups
each accompanied by a very knowledgeable
guide. We visited many ancient and interesting
buildings and sites including St Peter’s Church
a beautiful building which stands on the site of
a church consecrated by St Wilfrid in 709 and
buildings occupied by the famous Oundle
Public School (founded in 1595). Incessant rain
somewhat marred the tour but our guides stuck
heroically to their tasks which we greatly
appreciated.

Oundle museum is delightful. It is curated by a
very enthusiastic volunteer committee who had
given of their time to open the museum
especially for us. The museum presents a
fascinating picture of local life in Oundle from
the Iron Age to more modern times and won
awards in 2015 and 2018.

The visit culminated with afternoon tea at the
very lovely old Talbot Hotel. We were
provided with an abundance of scones with
lashings of clotted cream and strawberry jam
which ran to second (and sometimes third)
helpings.

A very well–organised and enjoyable visit.

Peter Sidebottom
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STUART ORME AT THE CROMWELL
MUSEUM, HUNTINGDON
17th July 2019

As always Stuart Orme, now curator of The
Cromwell Museum, did us proud.  First we
toured the Town Hall / Assembly Room/ Court
building on Market Hill nearly opposite the
Museum. As a building originally rising above
an open colonnade its ground floor would
originally have served the same market role as
Peterborough’s Guildhall.  In the Assembly
Room he pointed out the orchestra recess, other
details and the gallery of portraits which set the
atmosphere for dances as the social hub of 18th

Century Huntingdon. And a springboard for
some scandalous tales of the Huntingdon
gentry.

Down into the court room, we saw how it
operated and heard of some of the historic trials
held there, especially the Witches of Warboys.
Although most witch trials had ceased by 1645-
6, the Civil War had reduced the country to
such turmoil that they were revived and the
self-appointed ‘Witch-finder General’,
Matthew Hopkins, managed to secure over 300
executions.

After a quick
glimpse of
the Town
Council
chamber we
assembled
outside
beside the
fine bronze
war memorial
sculpture by
Kathleen
Scott known
as The
Thinking
Soldier.

Stuart gave us one of his potted histories of
Huntingdon vividly describing the main street
as the hub of this important market, coaching
and County town on the Great North Road.

Then to the 13th Century Museum building.
Originally part of an Augustinian hospitum, a
wayfaring stop for pilgrims, we were shocked
to hear that for hundreds of years the building
had been brick clad. Indeed Cromwell,
although schooled there, 1610-1616, would not
recognise the building as it now is. The
building was stripped of its cladding in
Victorian times, but had suffered badly from
subsidence. The dramatist Dion Boucicault
gave money for its dismantling and re-erection
on higher foundations in memory of his son
killed in the Abbots Ripton rail disaster of
1876.

Lastly, inside the Museum, Stuart set about
some fascinating facts and correcting some of
the myths that have built up around Cromwell,
the Commonwealth period and the soldiers
fighting the Parliamentary cause. They didn’t
wear black - it was too expensive; the heavy
losses from malaria (ague); how families,
including Cromwell’s own, were split by the
Civil War; the Commonwealth period seeing
the removal of the compulsion to attend
church; and how the term Puritan encompassed
a wide range of non-conformist beliefs, from
the strictest to the most tolerant. The banning
of Christmas came from Parliament, not
Cromwell; there were many casualties from
’friendly fire’ because soldiers on each side
looked the same, there being no clearly defined
conspicuous difference in battle-wear.

An excellent couple of hours. Although Stuart
clearly has a strong affinity with the Civil War
period, and so The Cromwell Museum fits him
like a glove, we could only reflect that
Huntingdon’s gain is a great loss to
Peterborough.

Peter Lee
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TREASURES OF THORNEY
1st August 2019

For our final visit of the summer thirty
members gathered in the Thorney Heritage
Museum, which occupies the western end (the
former manager’s house) of what is now the
Bedford Hall range of the Tank Yard complex.
This remarkable and distinctive group provides
Thorney with its most conspicuous vertical
accent – its tall water tower. From its vast tank
at the top gravity fed water to the estate
housing. This splendid little museum manages
to cram into a small space an astonishing
amount of information; it deserves to be more
widely known and more frequently visited.
Ranging from archaeological finds down
through the initial seventh century monastic
foundation to its tenth century refounding as a
Benedictine house and on to its eventual
demise, the exhibits also cover the history of
Fenland drainage - Bishop Morton,
Vermuyden, the Gentleman Adventurers
(investors) et al - and on down to the
challenges of modern agricultural production.

A sunny interval between the showers allowed
a brief al fresco introduction to Thorney to be
delivered on the Museum steps by Dorothy
Halfhide – Society member, Museum curator
and trustee, but chiefly, on this occasion, doyen
of Thorney history and Thorney life generally.
As we were already there, we began with the
mid-nineteenth century development of the
Tank Yard and this part of the Bedford Estate
as a complete model settlement, directed
towards providing vastly improved living
conditions for estate tenants, following the
accession of the 7th Duke in 1839.
Improvements were also being made to other
parts of the Bedford Estate, including locally at
Wansford and Thornhaugh, but only at
Thorney is the impact of an idealised model
settlement so total.

The Tank Yard complex, in common with most
of the model village, is executed in a Neo-
Jacobean style yet with its large mullioned and

transomed windows begins to look forward
towards a practical functionalism. Originally
housing carpenter’s shop, smithy, wheelwright,
etc., here too were cast the cast-iron latticed
windows found throughout Thorney. Alongside
was a fire station and gasworks.

In 1847 the Duke engaged Samuel Sanders
Teulon, an architect of Huguenot descent
(appropriate having regard to Thorney’s earlier
history of sheltering Huguenot refugees), to set
out plans for his estate village. Teulon was
working at the time on the repair - or rather
reconstructive ‘restoration’ - of Stibbington
church for the Revd. William Wing, uncle of
the Duke’s agent at Thorney. Teulon was one
of a small group of prolific Gothic Revival
architects known collectively as ‘Rogues’. That
is to say they exhibited a tendency to produce
their own original take on period precedent;
what some critics have derided as lacking
“scholarship, serenity or tact” or else revelling
in “outlandish, restlessly frantic originality”.
The highlights of such ‘Rogueishness’ are
usually to be found in their churches. (Teulon’s
magnum opus, his “mighty church”, was St
Stephen, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead which, long
redundant, survives, just, though shorn of most
of its fittings.) But a wander round Thorney
reveals much of Teulon’s idiosyncratic, if here
more restrained, detailing.

Thorney
Heritage
Museum
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Technical as well as stylistic innovation was
seldom far from Teulon’s mind. Although they
seem not to have been used at Thorney, he had
been involved in promoting the use of the
hollow brick (for which improved
waterproofing, insulation, fire resistance etc.,
was claimed) deployed at the request of Prince
Albert, for the Great Exhibition of 1851 (1).
Much, but by no means all, of Teulon’s work at
Thorney executed in brick employs ‘Thorney
Lumps’, an oversized brick produced on the
estate.

A trot across the yard took us to the offices of
the North Level District Internal Drainage
Board (NLIDB) for a comprehensive review of
the Board’s work. Delivered jointly by Paul
Sharman, Chief Executive, and Jon Stabley,
Operations Engineer, we were presented with
an impressive illustrated resume of the history,
development and present management of
drainage of this part of the Fens. The NLIDB is
responsible for some 34,000 hectares,
comprising 10 catchments and served by 12
pumping stations.

Governance is under a board of 29, which
includes 14 elected farmers; it meets 5 times a
year. Income (drainage rates, special levies,
etc.) and expenditure (Environment Agency,
etc.) are currently fairly closely in balance at
over £2 million. All of this is achieved with
just 10 outside and 7 office staff, and an
impressive range of modern equipment, flail-
mowers and the like.

An impressive range of nature conservation
imperatives are also evident. If the NLIDB and
Environment Agency are not always of one
mind as to the efficacy of de-silting (dredging),
reasonable compromise is usually achieved.

Had time permitted it would have been good to
discuss the NLIDB’s perceptions as to any
impact on future policy of the enlargement of
wetland areas adjoining or nearby (e.g. the
Great Fen project) and the effects on

agricultural production of flooding the peat in
winter in order to slow the release of carbon.
But at least we left knowing far more about the
work of the NLIDB than we did when we went
in.

Then a quick dash through a heavy shower to
Thorney ‘Abbey’ where a welcome cup of tea
and copious quantities of delicious cake
awaited. Dorothy, in fine form again, and
seeming yet more authoritative as now elevated
to the pulpit, skilfully summarised the history
of this former Benedictine abbey, one of the
Fenland Five, down to its present role as the
Anglican parish church.

The present building is but a tantalising
fragment of the great abbey church. Part only
of the nave, it is unlikely to represent more
than about 10% of the original volume, shorn
as it is of its aisles, clerestory, crossing,
transepts and the whole of its triple-apsed east
end. (The triple-apsed form was that adopted a
little later at Peterborough too, until the arrival
there around 1500 of the ‘New Building’).
Begun about thirty years before the present
Peterborough Cathedral, Thorney’s nave
fragment shows in its details (such as the
degree of alternation in the piers) a greater
affinity with Ely. We were privileged to view
illustrations which convincingly demonstrate
the likely scale and form of the great
Romanesque church when finished (2) although
to date hardly any archaeological investigation
has been carried out in confirmation.

Saints on Thorney Abbey west front
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Edward Blore’s Neo-Norman completion,
around 1840, of the east end of the nave
fragment, still considerably short of the original
crossing, provides a seemly, if prosaic,
termination. (It is tempting to imagine what
architectural fireworks might have resulted had
Teulon been brought to the commission just a
few years later). Nonetheless whilst Blore’s
chancel-cum-transept may be considered a little
dull, its great virtue is in its providing a sober
setting for the very remarkable glass of its east
window, a quite outstanding evocation of
Canterbury’s miraculously surviving late-
twelfth and early-thirteenth century glass
depicting the life, miracles etc. of Becket. Now
attributed to George Austin Snr. (3), which fits
the date, this pioneering early Victorian glass
sets out to recover both the techniques of
manufacture as well as the aesthetic qualities of
medieval glass production. George Austin Snr.
was cathedral surveyor at Canterbury, whereas
George Austin Jnr. is usually credited with
repairing and complementing the early glass
there. Could it be that both were involved here?

Thorney Abbey east window

All in all, an outstanding afternoon exploring
what is probably Peterborough’s most singular
village. Many details from its buildings are
featured in Peterborough and its Villages in
Detail (4).

(1) The Life and Work of S.S. Teulon.
A.E. Teulon. 2009, p77

(2) Thorney Abbey: An Architectural
Analysis of a Romanesque Fen Ab-
bey-Church. Unpublished disserta-
tion. Courtauld Institute of Art. Justin
Ayton. 1998.

(3) Buildings of England: Beds, Hunts
and Peterborough. O’Brien/Pevsner.
Yale. 2014, p699

(4) Peterborough and its Villages in De-
tail. Peterborough Civic Society. Jig-
saw. 2012. pp 18, 20, 25, 30, 31, 39,
57, 59, 61, 70, 73, 82, 83, 124, 152,
153, 155, 169, 183, 185, 188 (John
Downing, blacksmith, who made the
Olympic weathervane to the Bedford
Hall in 2012), 204, 208.

Henry M Duckett
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TALKS PROGRAMME 2018/19

The following talks summaries are written by
Peter Lee unless otherwise stated.

September: Breeding Birds, grazing and
flood management in the Nene Washes

Charlie Kitchen, our speaker, has managed
the Washes since 1991. Extending from
Stanground to Guyhirn and bordering the Nene
it is a biological Site of Special Scientific
Interest with designations reflecting its
international importance as a wetland site for
wintering waterfowl. Although Eldernell (just
past Coates off the A605) is promoted for
visitors, unlike other RSPB sites it doesn’t
have hides, visitor centres and general
publicity. This, Charlie said, is because he
cannot guarantee a year-round spectacle. Also
much of the land is not owned by the RSPB.

Charlie outlined the 400 year history of the
Washes in balancing flood-water, and shared
with us his copious records of trends in bird
numbers and breeding success. Tons of
fascinating facts. Bewick swan numbers were
declining since nature reserves in Denmark,
Germany and Poland meant they no longer
needed to fly so far west. Cranes are more in
evidence in winter. The wet grassland attracts a
wide range of bird species. Nonetheless
predation is an issue with red kites, otters,
foxes, badgers, weasels etc taking chicks. Our
increasingly wet climate threatens some
ground nesters, so some eggs are taken by
managers to fledge off site. The management
regime includes water level management, cattle
grazing outside the ground nesting season, and
suppressing tree growth to deter crows.

Nene Washes

October: Special Event: Dr Jonathan Foyle:
A Glimpse of Heaven continued…

It seemed appropriate to invite Jonathan Foyle
to be our Special Event speaker at the John
Clare Theatre in order develop some of the
themes touched upon in his public lecture at
the February launch of his book ‘Peterborough
Cathedral - A Glimpse of Heaven’ (1).

We were treated to what may have appeared to
some as a revisionist review of Tudor
iconography and how we should read it, as
deployed in buildings of the age.  Specific
reference was made to details identified by the
chance discovery of parts of what may be
Henry VII’s marriage bed. This was found to
be replete with a cosmopolitan style of organic
vegetation which may be seen referenced, for
example, in the decorative bosses of the
Cathedral’s New Building’s famed fan vaults.
We were reminded too in this context that
references to the ‘Tudor rose’ - the double rose
traditionally thought of solely or primarily as
expressing the uniting of the York and
Lancaster dynasties – may be a bit glib. We
were invited to appreciate that the double red
and white rose had long been a Marian
emblem, deployed for example in depictions of
the Virgin’s enclosed garden (hortus
conclusus) well before the Tudor takeover.

A major theme of the book – the importance
for Peterborough of Policraticus, John of
Salisbury’s influential treatise on political
ethics written in the 1150’s – was examined
further. Not least in interpreting the complex
iconography of the remarkable nave ceiling,
“….the greatest surviving painted work of art
in MedievalEngland….an unmatched
expression of Magna Carta-era politics”.
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A copy of Policraticus, with its provision of
encyclopaedic terms of reference concerning
matters of political ethics, is known to have
been held in the library of the Peterborough
Abbey (2).

Interpretation of the three broad themes
encountered in the ceiling’s iconography has
long been a vexed topic among scholars. In the
mid-twentieth century Nordstrom (3) was busy
expounding notions of its being an expression
of the philosophical and scientific ideas of
Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln, who
dedicated the (still) unfinished abbey church in
1238. More recently such notions have tended
to be largely dismissed, “….for the most part
disregarded as a flight of phantasy” (Binski (4)).

As I heard it, Foyle seemed not to go quite so
far as Binski in kicking any notions of direct
influence by Grosseteste into the long grass,
seemingly accepting that he (ie Grosseteste)
could well have been influenced – inter alia –
by Policriticus and its political agenda.
Doubtless the debate will continue, but ‘A
Glimpse of Heaven’ will probably now be the
starting point for any continuing research.

References:

1. ‘ Peterborough Cathedral: A Glimpse
of Heaven’. Foyle. Scala 2018

2. ‘The History of the Church of Peter-
burgh’. Gunton/Patrick 1686.
(Facsimile edition . Clay, Tyas, Wat-
kins 1990, p214.)

3. ‘Peterborough, Lincoln and the Sci-
ence of Robert Grosseteste’. In Art
Bulletin 37 Nordstrom 1955

4. ‘Iconography and influences’. Binski
in Conservation and Discovery- Peter-
borough Cathedral Nave Ceiling….etc
Ed Hall/Wright. M.O.L.A. 2015

Henry Mansell Duckett

November: Dr Francis Pryor: Britain’s
Hidden Landscapes

The November
meeting not only
contained our 2018
Annual General
Meeting but a
fascinating and
animated talk from Dr
Francis Pryor, an old
friend of the Society
and a fervent supporter of all things concerning
Peterborough and its surrounding area. He gave
an illustrated talk based on his new book called
‘Paths to the Past: Encounters with Britain’s
Hidden Landscapes’. Although he highlighted
many of the characteristics special to the Fens,
he guided the audience around Great Britain in
general, looking at the landscapes and the
shifting patterns of human life over the
generations.

A packed room of over 90 people was
captivated by his talk which included
references to the wide range and types of
British landscapes. He took us on a
geographical and historical journey which
included the Broadwater Farm estate in
Tottenham, the navvy camp at Risehill in
Cumbria and the fascinating Seahenge at
Holme-next-the-Sea on the Norfolk coast. At
the end of his talk he was asked a variety of
questions during which he adamantly defended
the landscapes of the 21st century e.g. wind
farms as vital evidence so that future
generations could see how we live today.
When asked where and when he would most
like to travel back in history he replied, without
hesitation, Must Farm, so that he could then
retrieve answers to the burning questions about
how people lived in the Bronze Age.

After the formal part of the evening Dr Pryor
remained to answer dozens more questions
from individuals and to sell signed copies of
his book – the perfect gift for Christmas!

Toby Wood
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December: Dr Mike Osborne
The Civil War in the Fens

Dr Mike Osborne is a specialist in the study of
military structures. He is the author of many
books on the defence of Britain and was a
contributor to the Civic Society sponsored
DVD on the Story of Westwood Airfield.

For our talk he set the national scene in the
1640’s with Peterborough sitting
geographically on the northern edge of the
Eastern Association of counties. This provided
an army which became the mainstay of the
Parliamentary military effort in 1644. He
stressed that whereas we learn about Civil War
battles at school, in fact most of the
engagements were sieges focussed on towns or
garrisons built to defend areas of territory. We
saw a fine selection of maps plotting the
defences installed in our nearby towns
(Huntingdon, St Ives, Cambridge), the set piece
geometrical earthworks such as Horsey Hill
(near Stanground) and Earith Bulwark and
measures taken to defend Crowland when,
rashly, it declared itself for the King.

He retold the tale of the savage treatment of
Rev Hudson, commander of the Parliamentary
forces holding Woodcroft Castle before it was
retaken by Parliamentary forces in 1648. And
we heard of short-lived skirmishes at Wothorpe
and Burghley. But for Peterborough in Detail
aficionados it was the run of 6 musket
loopholes in the stable block at Northborough
Castle (Manor House) set to fire on any
Royalist forces approaching Northborough’s
Lincoln Road S-bend coming from the north
that is definitely something to look out for (see
photo below).

January: Dr Melissa Thompson
70 years of listing buildings

Dr Melissa Thompson is a listing advisor for
Historic England (the part of the former
English Heritage which deals with listing,
planning, grants and advice). Her talk
summarised the history of historic building
protection from the limited 1882 Act, through
the Salvage Lists of the 1940’s to modern day
listing with its grading (I, II and II*),
protection of both the interior and exterior of
building, and penalties.

She led us through the principles of selection -
age, rarity, original condition and especially
mentioned the Suite of Guides published to
enable anyone to understand how Historic
England (HE) would go about deciding
whether or not to list certain types of building.
HE had undertaken national surveys of some
building types such as railway signal boxes,
early petrol filling stations and post-war
schools, in order to decide which might justify
listing. Tellingly, she said that they tried to stay
in the vanguard of architectural appreciation,
even if public opinion takes time to catch up!

We were introduced to the Government’s
National Planning Policy Framework which
now groups listed buildings, scheduled ancient
monuments, and historic gardens together as
‘heritage assets’.  Threats to such assets are to
be assessed by balancing the significance of the
asset against the economic benefit proposed.
The strongest restraint on new development
will only apply where ‘substantial harm’ is
threatened to a building of significance. Finally
we were invited to participate in the ‘Enriching
the List’ project where members of the public
can submit photographs of listed buildings for
inclusion in the on-line register (see
hpps://historicengland.org.uk/listing/enrich-
the-list/).
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March: The Roman Soldier from Invasion
to Withdrawal

Jed Jaggard confronted
us, on entering the hall,
with what looked like
the contents of a huge
dressing-up box.  No
projector, no screen …..
would we be expected to
dress up?  Shock horror!
Would a hasty exit be in
order?  Our fears were
soon allayed by a more
than competent speaker
and this was no ordinary dressing-up box but
an array of facsimile clothing, weapons and
armour.  Jed Jaggard, ably assisted by his
‘glamorous assistant’ (his dad!), led us into a
world where the equipping, feeding, housing,
controlling, paying and deploying of thousands
of Roman soldiers was undertaken for over two
thousand years throughout the Roman Empire
using what we would consider to be rudimenta-
ry methods of communication.

By demonstrating the use of the weapons and
armour, Jed talked us through the development
of the equipment, how swords were improved,
how the design of helmets and shields changed
and how these items would have been
employed during the years of Roman
occupation of Britain between 43 and 410 AD.

We were invited to handle different designs of
sword, shield and helmet experiencing how, in
use, they would be awkward and cumbersome.
We discovered how heavy chainmail actually
was and thereby imagining how fit and tough a
Roman soldier would have to be.

Jed’s promotional material states that his talks
will ‘educate, interpret, display, entertain and
share’. This one certainly did all that.

Pat Maltman

February: Brian White: The Travelling Post
Office & 40 years of Nene Valley Railway.

Brian White is curator of the Nene Valley
Railway museum and long standing editor of
NVR’s magazine, Nene Steam. The first part of
his talk evoked the memorable Auden poem
accompanying the 1936 documentary film for
the GPO:

This is the night mail crossing the border
Bringing the cheque and the postal order
Letters for the rich, letters for the poor,
The shop at the corner and the girl next door.

Brian worked for the Travelling Post Office
and has been a leading light in assembling a
collection which will become the TPO museum
at Ham Lane. His story of the purchase of the
Great Train Robbery carriage against
competition from others who didn’t recognise
its significance was well worth the telling.

Brian gave us insights into the early days of
Nene Valley Railway and its growth from the
purchase by Rev Richard Paten of an engine
destined for the scrap yard but still in running
order. That alone was a tale of wild impulse.
Where to put it? What to do with it? After all
Nene Valley’s lines were no longer
operational. But it was also a story of
supportive local companies and dedicated
volunteers who worked and continue to work
to keep these superb pieces of engineering in
working order.

Brian was joined by his colleague Martin
Sixsmith for a summary of the current
condition of the recently acquired original
Wansford Station and NVR’s plans for it.
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APRIL: MIKE PETTY
VANISHING CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Mike Petty made a
discovery in 1964 that
has shaped his life
ever since. In a back
room of Cambridge
Library a collection of
books, newspapers,
maps, illustrations
and ephemera on
Cambridgeshire had
been carefully
collected for 110 years but nobody had had the
chance to sort it.

Over the next 30 years Mike transformed it into
the Cambridgeshire Collection, and penned a
newspaper article every week throughout this
time. He became the most widely
acknowledged authority on Cambridge and the
Fenland building up unique knowledge of
resources which he continues to share through
his books and lectures  and through his website
www.mikepetty.org.uk. And most recently
through the on-line ‘A Cambridgeshire
Scrapbook 2018 Revision’. That contains a
summary of the thousands of articles published
in Cambridgeshire newspapers between 1897
and 1990.

Mike gave us a selection of pictures depicting
transition points in Cambridgeshire local
history; the road improvements that destroyed
much of Cambridge in the inter-war years; the
rural areas of the 20’s and 30’s with bridges
replacing ferries across the dykes in response
to the growth of motor travel; the many houses
lost in the 20’s and 30’s as too expensive to
maintain; and the valuable 40 years of work by
the Cambridge Antiquarian Society in making
a photographic record of what was lost. We
were reminded of the resistance to the
introduction of piped water; villages opposed it
as they had pumps and couldn’t afford to
change. An impressively fluent and wide-
ranging talk.

MAY: DAVID BRUCE
HOW TO BUILD A CATHEDRAL

David Bruce is the Cellarer of Ely Cathedral.
That ancient title now means a person
responsible for hospitality in a broad sense
including promoting the building for tourists,
concerts, fairs, festivals. Ely charges for
admission and attracts around 250,000 tourists
p.a. It has 100 employees and more volunteers.

With some salutary remarks comparing the
timber ceilings of Ely and Peterborough with
the stone one of Notre-Dame (the interior of
the latter having been saved during its 15th

April fire by its vaulted stone ceiling), he
described the construction of Ely using a model
of its various parts, both present and
superseded. Ely was very much an evolving
building, not, like Salisbury, completed in one
go. Originally founded as a double monastery
by Etheldreda in 673 and headed by an abbess,
after Viking destruction the present building
was started in 1083. Construction only took
place for 4-5 months in each year using
Barnack stone and Dorset lead.

David portrayed
a rounded picture
of the religious
community;
changes in
liturgical
practise;
construction
disasters
(collapse of the
central tower and
replacement with
the magnificent
octagon); the

peaceful transition from abbey to Cathedral (as
Peterborough) despite the ravages of
Reformation and Dissolution; the building’s
closure for 16 years during the Commonwealth
period; the mysterious loss of its NW transept
and less mysterious defacement of the
sculptured figures in the Lady Chapel.
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He secured a job in Southend-on-Sea and from
there, following his marriage to Jean in April
1952, they moved to Thorney Rural District
Council (RDC).   By 1955 they were living in
Thorney in Tower House which has
subsequently become the Thorney Heritage
Centre.

Ted relished his role with Thorney RDC
bringing intelligence, humour and integrity to
the job.  He worked strategically but never
forgot the impact that public service had on the
quality of people’s lives.  His daughter Jane
received a small wedding present in 1984 from
someone she had never met. It was from an old
lady who in the 1950’s was living as a widow
with children in very poor housing with no
electricity deep in Thorney Fen. The wedding
card read “I will never forget what your Dad
did for my family”.

Ted relished life in Thorney, where he and Jean
became well known figures in the community
and played a central part of village life for over
sixty years. In 1965, Ted took up a joint
appointment for the Rural District Councils of
Peterborough and Thorney as their Public
Health Inspector.

The two RDC’s were absorbed into the City
Council in 1974 and Ted then became Deputy
City Environmental Health Officer.  At that
time, there was growing concern about the poor
condition of the older central areas of
Peterborough in contrast to the new townships
that were rapidly taking shape. The then leader
of the City Council, Ray Laxton, set out his
vision for tackling the problem. Rather than
opting for clearance and redevelopment,
Councillor Laxton proposed a comprehensive
programme of refurbishment, making full use
of the generous government grants that were
then available for so-called General
Improvement Areas.  The Council agreed to set
up a dedicated committee, the Gladstone
Action Committee, to bring this vision to
reality.
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TED LITTLE: MAN OF THORNEY AND
PETERBOROUGH

We report with regret the death of E. T. (Ted)
Little on 12th June 2018, following that of his
wife, Jean, in the previous year.  Both had been
members of the Society since 2010.

Edward Little, known to all as Ted, was born
on January 11th, 1927 in Carlisle.  He attended
The Creighton School, Carlisle.  Ted was an
altar boy at St Cuthbert’s Church and sang with
The Carlisle Cathedral Choir.  In 1945 he
joined the Border Regiment and was
dispatched to War Trials in Venice with
responsibility for guarding Field Marshal
Kesselring Supreme Commander of German
Forces in Italy.  He served in Palestine and saw
first-hand the creation of the State of Israel on
May 14th, 1948.

It was on leave at a regimental ball in Carlisle
Castle that he met Jean Ballingall to whom he
was subsequently married for 65 years.
On demob from the Army Ted was presented,
as a leaving gift, by his fellow officers, with
the umbrella and bowler hat which
subsequently became a feature of Peterborough
Remembrance Day parades. He studied in
Newcastle and qualified as a surveyor.



Some Gladstone improvements (from top)

An enhanced gable
Gladstone link road

Gladstone Park
Infill housing

Ted became the principal adviser to the
Committee and the co-ordinator of the very
extensive programme of improvement works
that then ensued.  These included not only
internal refurbishment of the mainly nineteenth
century housing stock, but also a far-reaching
programme of external improvements,
including re-roofing, cleansing of frontages,
re-paving of streets and footways, and creation
of open spaces, rear accesses, parking areas,
infill housing and community facilities.  This
programme required very close co-operation
with local residents, since the great majority of
properties remained in private ownership. The
area was the most ethnically mixed in the city
at that time and Ted’s positive, constructive
and cheerful approach proved ideal for winning
the confidence of all parties and carrying
forward the changes needed.  Once the
Gladstone works had been completed, the
programme was continued in other central
areas under the aegis of the re-titled Urban
Renewal Action Committee.

Ted was greatly respected by both members
and officers of the City Council.  The lasting
benefit of his work over a fifteen-year period is
still evident today in the continuing
contribution made by the central areas to
meeting the city’s housing needs in the twenty
first century

Ted retired in 1990 when he had completed
more than 40 years in local government
service. His retirement however, was simply an
opportunity for him to continue and develop
further interests in the Peterborough
community. As well as being a member of the
Civic Society, he served as a director of
Minster Housing, used his professional skills as
a director of a small local property company
for over 20 years, was an active mason and a
longstanding supporter of Thorney Abbey. He
will long be remembered for his fluent oratory,
courtesy, integrity and his sense of humour and
for embodying the best characteristics of an
English gentleman.

Alison Stone (formerly Kennard)
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DAMAGED PRECINCTS
a personal view by Henry Mansell Duckett

Thirty years ago and more was published a
book entitled Dangerous Precincts -The
Mystery of the Wakeford Case(1). Put simply,
this was a retelling of a scandal which had
gripped the nation in 1921; a tale of alleged
moral turpitude of various kinds in clerical
circles, and the rich assortment of internecine
machinations engendered thereby. The case
was presented as a sort of ‘who done it’, or,
perhaps more accurately, a ‘who didn’t done
it’.  The precincts in question were those of
Peterborough Cathedral.

Since the book’s publication these same
precincts have again become somewhat
dangerous to clerical careers, ambitions and
sensibilities due to a scandal of a rather
different order. The critical element in recent
years has mainly been money, or rather the
lack of it, with internecine friction resulting in
the sad departure of the last dean.  Precisely
how or where responsibility for the current
situation here should be apportioned is not easy
to determine, such is the general lack of
transparency in financial matters as between
Church Commissioners, Diocese and Dean and
Chapter. (Indeed, in the minds of some, the
opacity at the interfaces between the
component parts of the Cathedral's own
working departments and affiliated
organisations is perhaps even greater.) Suffice
it to say here that such tensions are but a small
part of a much larger national discussion which
never quite manages to get off the ground as a
proper debate. It concerns the extent to which
the state should, or will have to, become more
involved in ensuring the survival of England’s
historic ecclesiastical patrimony, viewed by
some in the church more as a millstone than an
asset.

The Cathedral’s current financial predicament
is well known, having received considerable
coverage in the national media when the axe
fell in 2016.

Work continues towards repaying a very
substantial rescue package made available by
the Church Commissioners.

This was directed initially towards easing an
acute immediate cash-flow problem. Just how
far precisely has been travelled towards fiscal
recovery since 2016 is not easy to determine.
Any immediate bank debt seems to have been
underwritten by the Commissioners, until
largely paid off, and they are now probably
underwriting a working annual deficit until
such time as new revenue income can move the
Cathedral out of deficit and into financial
sustainability.  To that end, earlier in the year
the Cathedral appointed a Commercial Director
(a post funded by the Commissioners) who is
charged with turning deficit into surplus in
about three years.

The enforced sale of several substantial
properties within the Precincts must have made
some considerable inroads into the debt, albeit
at the expense of some loss of both visual
appreciation and informal public access.
Moreover pressure to increase an assortment of
income-generating commercial activities, not
all of which are, to put it mildly, to everyone’s
taste, seems likely to continue apace for the
forseeable future.  And we are left with the
question of whether these steps and the income
from its remaining assets can ever be sufficient
to support the running and maintenance costs
of this massive building and its setting.

Deanery
gate
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A (Very) BRIEF HISTORY OF FISCAL
IMPROVIDENCE.

Less well known perhaps is that the current
financial pickle is but a staging point on a very
long slippery slope.

Based upon a valuation of annual income at the
Dissolution, the Crown, unsurprisingly,
trousered the best part of half the income-
generating historic endowments.  The
remainder of the former monastic estates were
divided between the new Bishop and the Dean
and Chapter, the latter receiving the greater
share.

One or two of the Elizabethan bishops seem to
have been less than financially prudent with
resources, in one notorious case largely in
pursuit of his own (successful) preferment.
Both the Bishop’s and the Dean and Chapter’s
estates seem quickly to have suffered from the
granting of unwise leases, eventually eroding
their value. Governance, then, was an issue
from the start; whereas the Abbot’s control had
been absolute, exercised with a tight rein, now
it was slacker with personal aggrandisement
and the avarice of a rising merchant class
looming larger than would have been permitted
under the old ‘collectivist’ regime.  Thus
Peterborough, under the ‘new order’ quickly
becomes, along with others like, say, Carlisle
and Rochester, one of the more impoverished
poorly endowed English cathedrals.

GOVERNANCE

Since then a whole series of Commissions,
Measures and the like have struggled,
impossibly, to effect some kind of parity,
including financial, between cathedrals, having
regard to the obviously parlous state of some as
compared with the patently more adequate
endowment of others. Differing attitudes as
between Chapters and Dioceses to the
cherished and stoutly defended rights and
privileges of the former have often proved to
be a stumbling block.

At the time of writing, a new Draft Cathedrals
Measure is working its way through the
General Synod of the Church of England.
Arising directly from the concerns (including
those of the Charity Commissioners) over the
“significant financial difficulty” which had
arisen at Peterborough, where” governance had
broken down and important financial controls
were absent”, this draft Measure seeks to
address cathedral governance issues head-on.

The Cathedral Working Group report which
produced the draft Measure had also touched
upon, albeit tentatively, the probable necessity
in the not too distant  future for opening serious
discussions with government regarding direct
state aid for historic churches generally.  For
the moment this greater question seems to have
been returned to the bottom of the ‘too difficult
tray’.  Evidently the judgement is that this is
not a propitious time to be opening such
discussions.  Will there ever be one?

THE CONSERVATION PLAN

A decade or so ago the Dean and Chapter was
obliged to commission a Conservation Plan(2)

in order to fully assess the importance of, and
provide policies towards planning for the future
of, Peterborough Cathedral, its Precinct and
buildings.  Conservation planning was
understood to be crucial to the full beneficial
use and guardianship of a complex estate
replete with historic structures. These include
44 listed buildings (20 of which are Grade 1),
and 2 Scheduled Monuments covering about a
third of the Precinct’s area. In its entirety the
Precinct is also Registered as a Park and
Garden of Special Historic Interest in
recognition of its landscape value within the
City, and is included within the Peterborough
City Centre Conservation Area.  So the
responsibility is both daunting and onerous.  In
consequence an equally onerous range of
statutory controls come into play, ranging from
the Care of Cathedrals Measure (falling, in
planning terms, within the remit of the
Cathedrals Fabric Commission for England)
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to the normal national planning rules in relation
to Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments and
Conservation Areas.

Published early in the economic recession, the
Conservation Plan warned against finding
grounds for complacency, worrying in
particular about the then already well-
established policy of the Church
Commissioners (then the only other Precincts
owners) for attempting to dispose of its
properties.  At the time Chapter had already
managed to purchase some of these properties
in order to secure them within its own
management, but such a policy with regard to
disposals looked set to be a continuing
challenge to a proper conservation strategy. So
it has proved, and to a far greater extent than
could ever have been imagined.  Some of these
‘rescued’ or ‘recovered’ properties, as well as
properties which had always been Chapter’s
own, have been sold in what amounted to a
‘fire sale’.

DISPOSALS

The chief loss, in terms of public interest and
general amenity, has been the enforced sale, of
the Cathedral’s former Deanery, a complex
range of structures of various dates with, at its
core, the thirteenth century Prior’s Hall. The
huge, well-treed garden - Tout Hill, the motte
of Thorold’s castle at its eastern end - had long
provided a degree of public access for events,
occasional al fresco theatre, tourist visits, etc.
Moreover the Deanery complex itself had also
furnished several rooms adequate in size for
occasional Cathedral functions and meetings.
Conveyed into new ownership, along with the
Deanery itself, is the linked stretch of ancient
wall incorporating the Prior’s Gate, with its
wealth of Tudor heraldry.  The gateway, itself a
Scheduled Monument, had been due to receive
some timely conservation work to the heraldic
and other carving (at the very least another
protective shelter-coat of lime) when the
enforced sale was concluded.

It remains unclear when, or if, this necessary
work will now proceed, or who will be
responsible for putting it in hand.  This wall is
now therefore one of several - all listed or
scheduled - where divided ownership either
side presents ambiguous ongoing maintenance
responsibilities. (Plans are also in hand to
reinstate solid timber gates within the opening,
restricting, when closed, public viewing of the
Prior’s Hall range.)

The loss of a number of car parking locations
within the former Deanery forecourt has
exacerbated an already critical parking
situation within the Precincts generally for
those attending services, and indeed for
residents.  A piece of the cemetery (until the
beginning of the nineteenth century the town’s
burial ground) between the roadway running
north of the Cathedral and the former Deanery
garden wall had been given over to parking
some years ago, resulting in an unsightly
coarsely gravelled intrusion into the hitherto
green boundary of the burial ground. The
increased pressure on parking now extends to
the mess created to adjoining grassed areas. So
much for honouring the spirit of the Registered
Park and Garden designation; but one
supposes, ‘needs must’.

The roadway around the Precincts requires
frequent patch repair under the pressure of
increasing vehicle numbers, sizes and axle
loads. Minor potholes can quickly become
suspension-breaking voids  before repairs can
be put in hand. In the past such pot-holes have
released a ready supply of loose debris, some
of which has ended up being thrown through
both the Cathedral’s clear and stained glazing.

Mercifully, the most recent repairs seem to
have been effected before any vandalism of
this kind occurred.  Adequate security within
the Precincts, (which needs to be round-the-
clock) has long been a concern and a drain on
resources.  It is not helped by the increasing
invisibility of policing, in the shape of regular
foot patrols, in the City Centre.
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At the north-eastern corner of the Precincts, the
Vineyard occupies a substantial plot within a
large garden, providing a very appropriate
visual termination, beyond fine trees. This was
one of the Church Commissioners’ own
properties, disposed of some years ago having
been converted into a number of flats, probably
in the 1960’s. Some kind of institutional use
would have been ideal for the large house, and
there were indications of some interest of the
kind being expressed. But the Commissioners,
doubtless feeling obliged to obtain ‘best value’,
instead sold to a developer intent on producing
improved flatted residential accommodation.
Work of repair and conversion began but,
several years on, remains unfinished. At the
time of writing work seems to have ceased.
Unsightly fencing and boarded up windows
currently complete the view. So we have a
problem of the Commissioners selling their
own family silver as well, presumably either
disinclined or lacking the resources to effect
improvements itself to provide an ongoing
revenue source.

WHERE ARE WE NOW?

The Conservation Plan had waxed lyrical about
the Cathedral and its environs continuing to
provide a “vital part of the City’s cultural and
economic life”, sitting within a precinct or
close which, clearly defined within the city
centre, provides a “vital green lung” within an
otherwise heavily developed urban core.
Within an alarmingly short time some of this
cultural vision has been dented by
circumstances severely constraining Chapter’s
ability to act.

It remains to be seen whether new initiatives
can turn a working deficit into financial good
health. Only time will tell. Suffice it to say that
in order to drive up income we can surely
anticipate an increasing range of popular, not to
say populist and therefore the most part
distinctively  secularising, commercial
attractions. (At the time of writing, Rochester,
a fellow poverty-stricken cathedral, has invited
ridicule for giving over its nave to crazy golf!)

Meanwhile it seems that the increasing‘erastian
stranglehold’(3) likely to emerge from a new
Cathedrals Measure will leave Dean and
Chapter with very little room to manoeuvre on
the financial front. Much could well depend
upon the speed with which the Cathedral
(Development and Preservation) Trust can
recover from its meltdown in 2016, so that it
can again assist significantly with capital
expenditure on works of major repair some of
which have been held in abeyance.  Chief
among such must be the repair to the lead
cladding to the roof of the New Building.
Endlessly patched in recent times, this work
cannot much longer be deferred; the cost of any
inattention towards accrued dilapidations tends
always to increase exponentially at an alarming
rate.

(1) Dangerous Precincts-the Mystery of
the Wakeford Case. John Trehearne.
Jonathan Cape. 1987.

(2) Peterborough Cathedral Conservation
Plan. The Keevill Heritage
Consultancy 2010/11

(3) Erastianism contends that the church
should be subordinated to the state.
Thomas Erastus (1534-83): German-
Swiss theologian - opponent of
Calvinism.
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PETER BOIZOT:
AN APPRECIATION

In November 2018 Peter Boizot passed away
aged 89. He was born in Peterborough in 1929
and his many achievements and talents were
celebrated across both national and local
media.

As a child Peter attended King’s School and
later studied at Cambridge University. Between
school and national service he travelled to Italy
where he discovered pizza, the perfect food for
a man who had been a vegetarian since the age
of six. The entrepreneur opened the first Pizza
Express restaurant in Wardour Street, Soho, in
1965 and the firm now has 490 branches in the
UK, Ireland and around the world. Peter sold
the business for £15m in 1993 but remained its
president.

In 1974 he stood (albeit unsuccessfully) as the
Liberal candidate in two general elections.
Peter was a member of the Society for twenty
years, having joined in 1998. In his later years
his involvement in life in Peterborough was
immense. He bought both the Great Northern
Hotel and the Broadway Cinema into which he
invested heavily, spending £9m, in an attempt
to make it popular and viable again.

Peter was a lifelong jazz aficionado and in
1969 set up the Pizza Express Jazz Club in the
basement of one of his restaurants. The Pizza
on the Park, in Knightsbridge, became another
jazz location, and others followed inside and
outside London. In 1986 he founded, and was
for a time director of, the Soho jazz festival.
This interest continued with significant
involvement with Peterborough Jazz Club.

He rescued Peterborough United from the brink
of collapse in 1997 and enjoyed a dance on the
Wembley turf in May 2000 after watching the
team win the Division Three play-off final
against Darlington. He eventually sold the club
to new owners in 2003, having invested heavily
in the club.

Peter was a great hockey fan and was an
honorary vice-president of the Hockey
Association from 1990. He received various
honorary degrees and awards, including two
from the Italian government and one from
Britain for his contribution to the Venice in
Peril fund via the surcharged Pizza Veneziana
which so far has raised £2m.

On a personal level I met Peter a number of
times, particularly when he was owner and
chairman of Peterborough United. During this
time he had grand ideas for revolutionising the
catering at London Road. He did not like the
smell of burgers and fried onions so suggested
introducing a salad bar instead. I politely
informed him that, in my humble opinion,
football supporters might not relish this option.
He reluctantly agreed.

Peter was generous, principled and affable and
he will be missed. It is almost no accident that
the names Peterborough and Peter Boizot and
so similar and therefore virtually synonymous.

Toby Wood
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FOND MEMORIES OF JACK HIGHAM

Editors Note: Jack Higham, until 2003 Canon
Residentiary of Peterborough Cathedral, died
aged 86 on 27th June 2018. He was a dedicated
and superb teacher on a wide range of
subjects, including art and artists, architecture
and church history. He continued his weekly
classes at City College (Brook Street) until he
died despite having retired to Nottinghamshire.
His energy and intelligence seemed boundless.
Having climbed all the Scottish Munros during
his life, he was returning from a Corbett
summit when he died.

In May 2000 we first met Jack when we went
on a trip organised by the then Brook Street
College to see some Wren churches in London.
Over lunch he asked if we would act as crew
for his study coach tour the following year. We
agreed, innocently unaware of what we had
undertaken! He emphasised that it was not a
holiday – how right he was! Visiting 30
churches in 8 days with a day’s travelling there
and back was somewhat challenging, but his
energy was endless.

We generally left our hotel at 9.00 am and he
could not understand why anyone would want
to be back in the hotel for 8 o’clock dinner
before 7.55 pm. Every day his question to us
was – is there time for one more church today?
We worked with Jack on seven trips and only
managed to arrive back at the hotel at 7.00 pm
on one occasion much to the delight of the
passengers who celebrated with a visit to the
bar before dinner for the first time ever!
Some of the group were advanced in years and
had limited mobility so he always wanted the
coach driven as near as possible to the churches
which were usually sited in the middle of
narrow-streeted  Mediaeval towns with
sometimes hilarious consequences such as
market stall holders partially dismantling their
stalls for us to pass – or reversing across a
narrow bridge!

He was a brilliant, down to earth clergyman.
As an example of his quick wit, here is a story
from one of our trips. We were overnighting
somewhere in France on our way south and had
arrived a bit late for dinner at the hotel. We
were all sitting at our tables waiting for the first
course to be served but our table was the only
one that had bread on it. Jack was sitting on the
far side of the room so I stood holding up a
slice of bread and asked him if he could use it
to feed us all. Quick as a flash, he replied
“Sorry, Rex, I work in Sales, not Admin”. It
brought the house down!

His wife Pat told us that he had been known as
the flying vicar in New York – for very good
reason. His knowledge was astounding. We
wonder if there exists in Europe a church or
cathedral which he had not visited. We all
thought that he would live to be a 100.
However, he died doing what he loved and was
as near to his God as he could get.

Rex and Liz Birchenough
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TALKS PROGRAMME  2019 - 2020

All meetings at 7:30 pm
St Mark’s Church Hall

Lincoln Road Peterborough PE1 2SN
(except October)

MEETING    SPEAKER

Monday Marcus Horrell
9 September 2019 The Horrell Family in Peterborough

Monday Special Event, John Clare Theatre, Broadway
14 October 2019  Professor Susan Oosthuizen
      The Emergence of the English

Monday    Annual General Meeting followed by
11 November 2019 Julie Spence OBE QPM
      Lord Lieutenant of Cambridgeshire
      The Role and Duties of the Lord Lieutenant

Monday Michael Lee
9 December 2019  The Bells of Henry Penn

Monday Tom Grimes, Chair of SGS Trustees
13 January 2020  Three Hundred Years of the Spalding Gentlemen’s
      Society

Monday    Kate Carver, Project Manager,The Great Fen Project
10 February  2020 The Great Fen Project

Monday Steven Pettican, Light Project Manager
9 March 2020  The Light Project in Peterborough and Homelessness

 in Peterborough

Monday Dr Liz Davies, Curator of St Neots Museum
20 April 2020  Victorian Crime and Punishment

Monday  Stuart Orme, Curator of the Cromwell Museum,
11 May 2020  Huntingdon
  The Private Life of Oliver Cromwell
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PETERBOROUGH CIVIC SOCIETY

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st MAY 2019

INCOME     2019   2018
   £   £

Subscriptions received  5,686.00  2,549.00

Gift Aid - Income Tax Receivable    487.83 589.64

Meeting Income - Jonathan Foyle 637.00     -

Meeting Income - joint meeting SPAB     -  39.48

Donations - General Donations 1,049.80           948.50

Additional copies of books donated by printer      99.00

Summer Visits charges                                                 904.00        1,179.00

Sales - greetings cards  716.10           272.00

Sales - Peterborough In Detail   819.40   831.64

Sales - tea towels             20.00       23.00

Sales - walks leaflets            -                1.00

Sales - Westwood Airfield DVD         22.00        21.75

Lottery Ticket Sales                                                      462.00           429.00

Interest Received      0.49               0.22

Plaques - contributions from external bodies     -                   377.28

Miscellaneous –TSB compensation  150.00

Sales of Surplus Wine   69.88
   ______ __________

Total Income for the year 11,123.50   7,261.51

Less: Expenditure for the year  (5,330.66)  (5,833.78)
_________ __________

Surplus for the year                                                5,792.84         1,427.73
        ============ ============



PETERBOROUGH CIVIC SOCIETY

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31st MAY 2019

EXPENDITURE
2019 2018

£ £

Annual Report 588.95 612.81
Quarterly newsletters 346.72 349.43
Monthly Meeting Expenses, including hall hire   1,279.53 640.36
Insurance Premium 203.83 194.12
Committee Members’ Expenses 191.05 205.49
Printing, stationery & postage 695.25 504.96
Civic Voice Subscription 361.50 319.50
Lottery prizes 220.00 180.00
Summer visits expenses                                      285.00            1,288.67
Donations
   - Peterborough Cathedral 900 appeal      -                    250.00
Peterborough and its Villages In Detail
   - cost of sales                               738.00    756.00
   - sales expenses   30.30      46.85
Greeting cards
   - cost of sales                                                      222.05                93.23
   - sales expenses 12.05                 43.16
Fletton Quays timelapse photography                         -                   203.20
Heritage Open Days 41.50                 20.00
Equipment purchase 67.93                     -
Refund of overpayments
   - subscriptions 47.00                 86.00
   - Peterborough and its Villages in Detail     -                     40.00

_________ ________
Total Expenditure for the Year                             5,330.66             5,833.78

============ =============
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PETERBOROUGH CIVIC SOCIETY

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST MAY 2019

2019 2018
£ £

Fixed Assets
Tangible assets

Cost 1043.83                    1043.83
Depreciation (1043.83)                 (1043.83)

________ _______
        -       -
________ __ _____

Current Assets

Cash at bank and in hand  14,706.21                  8,052.32
Debtors                                                          -                               -
Stock
   - Peterborough in Detail    684.00 1,323.00
   - Collage greeting cards (PCS)      61.08    283.13
   - Collage greetings cards (Cathedral)  1,169.37                  1,169.37

________ ________
16,620.66                10,827.82

_________ __________
Current Liabilities

Creditors     -                               -

_________ ______

    -                                -

Current assets less current ________ ________
Liabilities                                            16,620.66 10.827.82

===================== =====================

Capital and Reserves

Balance brought forward                       10,827.82                   9,400.09
Surplus of income over
expenditure                                             5,792.84                   1,427.73

_________ ________
16,620.66                  10,827.82
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Peterborough Civic Society is
affiliated to Civic Voice.




